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Introduction from  
the Vice-Chancellor

Thank you for your interest in Keele University and the  
role of Executive Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and 
Social Sciences which is an important appointment for 
the University and an exciting opportunity for the right 
candidate to work as part of the leadership team in 
ensuring the University’s future success.
Keele has ambitious plans for its future growth 
and development, building upon its our reputation 
as a research-led campus University with a broad 
academic base. We are large enough to have  
high impact and profile, but small enough to  
sustain our commitment to community and 
individuals. Whilst being rooted in its locality,  
the University is international in outlook and 
character and in the reach and impact of its 
education and research programmes. 

The last few years has seen us implement new 
developments in our academic and organisational 
activities that have set us up for an even greater 
increase in size and reputation. So as we look ahead 
to the new academic year and beyond, Keele will 
be a University characterised by ‘aspiration and 
ambition’ – an aspirational destination for students 
and staff. If you believe you have the experience 
and qualities to contribute to the achievement of 
the University’s aspirations through its next period 
of development and growth, then we would be 
delighted to hear from you.

Professor Trevor McMillan 
VICE-CHANCELLOR
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The Role 
Executive Dean of the Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences

THE ROLE  |  7

Role Overview

The Pro Vice-Chancellor and Executive Dean reports to 
the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Provost and plays a major 
leadership role within the University. 
The appointee is required to chair and sit on a 
number of University Committees, and work 
closely with, and is a key member of, the University 
Executive.

The post holder is responsible for all aspects of 
leadership and management of the Faculty: 

•  Strategic, academic and operational lead for 
Faculty planning, budgeting and delivery. 

•  Ensuring the achievement of substantive targets 
for the Faculty, such as those relating to student 
recruitment, research performance and financial 
contribution.

•  Leading on strategic academic developments 
and new initiatives. 

•  Development of research strategy, organisation 
and delivery. 

•  Representing the Faculty and the University in 
discussions with relevant external organisations, 
including regional, national and international 
collaborations. 

•  Responsible for ensuring that the Faculty’s 
budget holders for academic areas deliver on 
financial targets.

•  Taking a leading role in the development 
of international partnerships to drive both 
increased international student recruitment  
and increased research performance 

•  Taking a leading role in engaging with 
external policy, governmental and business 
organisations, as appropriate. 

The postholder will contribute significantly to the 
University’s strategy and policy and, as a member 
of the University Executive and Academic Strategy 
Committees, will initiate, represent, and deliver 
strategic developments across the Faculty and the 
broader University. 

The appointee will be responsible for a particular 
institutional or Strategic theme, and will act as 
academic lead/champion for this theme, as part  
of his/her Pro Vice-Chancellor portfolio.
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Person Specification

The role of the Pro Vice-Chancellor and Executive  
Dean will play a crucial role in the ongoing growth  
and success of Keele. 
The University seeks an individual of considerable 
ability to provide academic leadership and to work 
to ensure the continued success and strategic 
development of Keele. The University is seeking to 
appoint an individual to this role with a high degree 
of ambition and a track record of success and 
leadership in a relevant higher education institution 
or other related organisation. 

Candidates will be able to demonstrate evidence  
of the following skills and capabilities: 

Leadership and vision: 

• Excellent leadership skills and organisational 
sensitivity with a capacity to lead and manage 
change in a complex organisation. 

• A strong degree of strategic intelligence and 
insight with regard to such areas as institutional 
positioning, collaboration and cooperation, 
organisational structures and appropriate levers 
and methods for change.

• The ability both to generate ideas and to inspire 
and excite all and varied groups of stakeholders 
with regard to institutional vision, aims and 
objectives. 

• Academic credibility evidenced by personal 
achievement and leadership in an academic 
context.

Effectiveness in driving change and 
strategic activity: 

• Proactivity and managerial acuity in order to 
identify, gain approval for and set in motion  
key projects which will be of significant benefit 
to the University. 

• Proven capacity to bring large and complex 
projects to a successful conclusion. 

• Ability to ensure successful delivery of goals and 
plans and to identify and deal successfully with 
underperforming areas. 

• An affirmative approach reinforced by high  
levels of energy and personal commitment to 
problem solving.

• Perspective and awareness with regard to key 
factors impacting higher education in the UK  
and internationally: 

• Intelligent appreciation of the changing 
external environment in the UK with regard 
to University structures, objectives and 
operations. 

• Full understanding of relevant organisations 
and decision-making bodies pertinent to a 
university such as Keele. 

Strong managerial aptitudes: 

• A collaborative approach to management 
which will advance staff responsibility. 

• A track record of successful management 
of resources on a relevant scale in pertinent 
functional areas (such as Human Resources, 
Finance, Information and Digital Services, 
Student Support, Estates and Facilities 
Management). 

• A high degree of financial acuity. 

• Well developed decision making and 
influencing skills. 

Compelling personal qualities: 

• Personal assuredness allied with an ability to 
deal sensitively with conflict. 

• An ability to listen effectively. 

• Strong commitment to the promotion of 
principles of equal opportunity, diversity and 
inclusion. 

• Refined public speaking and ambassadorial 
skills allied with good political judgement in 
order to act as an effective and influential 
advocate for the University. 

• Personal strength of character with a 
commitment to transparency and fairness. 

• Evidence of ability to prioritise effectively, 
and to work under pressure and to tight 
deadlines.
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The Faculty

Humanities and Social Sciences (HumSS) brings together 
four academic Schools covering a wide range of academic 
and professional disciplines: Humanities, Keele Business 
School (KBS), Law, and Social, Political and Global Studies 
(SPGS). The Faculty is also home to the Language Centre.
The faculty in numbers

In 2020/21 Faculty’s total student population  
was circa 5,000 full headcount (just over 3,500.5 
FTE). This breaks down as 3,450 undergraduates 
, 550 Postgraduate Taught, and 225 Postgraduate 
Research students. The Faculty has around 100 
students on Degree Apprenticeships and 200 
on online MB MBA programmes. Some of its key 
education partnerships include Beijing Foreign 
Studies University (a TNE relationship with 250 
students) and both a local Primary and Secondary 
School Centred Initial Teacher Training (SCITT) 
totalling nearly 200 students.

Faculty income in 2020/21 is forecast (July 2021)  
as £32.6m, with a forecast contribution of 52%.  
The Faculty currently has 166 FTE academic staff 
and 40 FTE professional services staff. 

The Faculty plans to achieve growth in all areas  
at both UG and PGT levels with a particular 
emphasis for KBS and SPGS to increase their share 
of the international market and to increase their 
online presence.

The Faculty occupies space in a number of  
buildings on campus: Chancellor’s, Denise Coates 
Foundation Building (Keele Business School), the 
Media Building and the Clock House,. On-campus 
space is also provided for the two SCITTs.

THE FACULTY  |  11
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Humanities has 40 FTE academic colleagues offering 
undergraduate degree programmes in English and 
American Literature, Creative Writing, Film Studies, 
History, Media, Communications and Creative Practice.  
The School will be launching a BA in Music Production  
and Sound Design with a first intake 2022/23. 
All programmes include international year options 
and the School is looking to increase placement 
opportunities into programmes for all students. 
The School is taking over the leadership of the 
University’s Liberal Arts programme as from 
2021/22.

The School offers taught postgraduate programmes 
in Creative Writing, English Literatures, History, 
Global Media and Culture, and Global Media and 
Management together with the MRes Humanities.  
A new MA Creative Practice is due to come on 
stream in 2022.

The school performed strongly in three Units of 
Assessment (English, History and Music) in REF 
2014. Research intensity is high in all three REF 
areas. English had 71% of its research graded as 3* 
+ 4* and 25% of its research outputs assessed as 4*. 
History was one of the top performing subjects at 
Keele: 82% of its research was recognised as 4*and 
3*. 29% of Music’s overall research was rated as 4*.

Humanities colleagues have been successful in 
winning significant competitive funding for their 
research, in particular large grants from the AHRC 
(fellowships and project funding), Global Challenges 
Research Funding and other funders. The school is 
also home to the major collaborative AHRC-funded 
Dorothy Richardson Scholarly Editions project.

School of Humanities

keele.ac.uk/hums
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Keele Business School (KBS) is a key area for growth and 
investment within the University. The School established 
its new academic home in the Denise Coates Foundation 
Building during 2019, a new multi-million pound facility 
that houses both the Business School and state-of-the-art 
facilities for business collaboration and incubation in a 
Smart Innovation Hub. 
The School welcomed a new Director during the 
2020/21 academic year following a series of new 
Professorial and other senior appointments to the 
School’s senior leadership team.  Appointments 
to other key posts has taken place in the last year. 
KBS has been identified as a key contributor to the 
University’s drive towards a 13,000-student cohort, 
and a vibrant international student body. 

Presently the School has almost 35 FTE academic 
staff working in accounting, business management, 
economics, finance, human resource management, 
international business, management and marketing. 
The team currently delivers 17 undergraduate (752 
FTE) and 9 postgraduate (107 FTE) programmes, 
which includes 4 new PGT programmes for 2021/22 
entry. The school has a number of professional 
accreditations, ACCA, CIMA, CIPD and CIPFA, but is 
looking to have more programme accreditations in 
the coming years. The School runs the MBA Senior 

Leader apprenticeship, in addition to the part-
time online MBA, which recruited its first cohort in 
2019/20.  A full-time MBA is under development 
with the intention of seeking EQQUIS Accreditation 
in the short term with the possibility of AMBA 
accreditation in the future. 

KBS attracts international students, but from a 
narrow geographical catchment area; a diversified 
recruitment strategy is therefore being developed, 
including a significant increase in engagement with 
overseas agents, exploration of Indian marketing 
partnerships for MBA (and also CPD) and UAE 
partnership opportunities.  To support wider 
recruitment activities in what is a highly competitive 
marketplace, the School is looking at strengthening 
the placement year and live-project provision. 

Keele Business School

keele.ac.uk/kbs

The School is currently investing in developing 
its international research excellence and impact 
capability With the recruitment of several new 
research active professors, the new KBS Director 
has a clear brief to support a step change in grant 
applications and quality outputs, as well as fostering 
a vibrant research and knowledge exchange 
culture. The school organises its research around 
the following clusters: Culture, Organizations and 
Markets; Environmental Accounting, Ethics and 
Accountability; Financial Markets and the Macro 
Economy; Social Justice, Citizens and communities; 
Trade, Tourism and International Business; Work 
and Employment.
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Keele Law School is known for its outward looking 
and distinctive educational programmes delivered 
in a supportive learning environment for both staff 
and students. This is achieved through excellence in 
core areas of law, driven by research-led teaching and 
a strong commitment to external engagement and 
internationalisation in research and teaching.
There has been a Department/School of Law at 
Keele since 1965. The School comprises almost 600 
FTE undergraduate students, 60 FTE postgraduate 
taught students and 35 FTE academics. The 
School strives to maintain the collegial and friendly 
environment which has characterised its successful 
approach to supporting staff and students. It is 
situated in its own distinct building within the 
Chancellor’s Building and benefits from a specially 
designed Moot Court Room, Boardroom and 
student social space.

In addition to offering six qualifying Law degree 
pathways, the School draws on its expertise in Law 
and Ethics to offer well-established and successful 
postgraduate programmes in Child Care Law 
and Practice, Law and Society, Human Rights, 
Globalisation and Justice, International Law, Medical 
Ethics and Law, Medical Ethics and Palliative Care 
and Safeguarding Adults. 

The School has a strong track record of engaging 
with community and professional partners to 
support student opportunity at undergraduate 
and postgraduate levels, and to deliver impact in 
the research of staff. In 2012, the School launched 
the Community Legal Outreach Collaboration, 
Keele (CLOCK). By working with a number of 
partner organizations, including law firms, the 
courts, third-sector organizations, the police and 
CPS, CLOCK has established the innovative role of 
Community Legal Companion which enables Keele 
Law students to provide vital help and support 
to litigants in person, while further strengthening 
key employability skills. The CLOCK partnership 
supports disadvantaged communities through 
legal research, policy work and community legal 
education. It is also a means through which 
the school can facilitate collaborative research 
programmes and support community legal 
education with local schools and colleges.

School of Law

With the introduction of the Solicitors Qualification 
Examination (SQE 1) into the curriculum the 
School established two Clinics in order to meet 
the requirements.  The School currently operates 
a commercial clinic based in the Smart Innovation 
Hub (Denise Coates Foundation Building), and a 
Divorce Clinic located at Stoke-on-Trent Combined 
Court and this compliments the CLOCK legal 
companion offering. 

The School has a long-standing reputation for 
research excellence in Law. This excellence was 
recognised most recently in REF 2014 with 26% of 
all research submitted viewed as4*, and 53% of our 
submitted impact work judged as world-leading, 
placing us within the top 20 Law Schools . The 
clusters of research strength within the School 
of Law are: Social Justice and Human Rights, 
International and EU Law, Ethics, Health and Social 
Care, Legal; Education, Innovation and Practice, 
Gender, Sexuality and Law. Staff have, in recent 
years, been successful in obtaining funding from 
the AHRC, ESRC, British Academy, Leverhulme, 
European Commission, Royal Pharmaceutical 
Company of Great Britain, Nuffield Foundation, 
UKCLE, The Health Foundation and Wellcome Trust 
amongst others.

keele.ac.uk/law



SPGS was established in 2019/20 in order to bring together 
academics in Criminology, Education, International 
Relations, Philosophy, Politics and Sociology and  
comprises 43 FTE academic staff.
Undergraduate degrees are taught in: Criminology, 
Education, International Relations, Liberal Arts, 
Philosophy, Politics and Sociology and there are 
Master’s degrees in Criminology and Criminal 
Justice, Education including an online MA 
Education, International Diplomacy, Politics and 
International Relations and an MRes Social Science. 

There are currently almost 800 FTE undergraduates 
and 75 FTE postgraduates registered for degree 
programmes in the School. In addition, SPGS makes 
important contributions to Master’s programmes 
in Law, Humanities and Natural Sciences, and has a 
Professional Doctorate Programme, with routes in 
Criminology and Education.

The School is in the third year of a partnership 
(2+1+1) with Beijing Foreign Studies University.  
2020/21 would have been the first on-campus 
presence for the students which has unfortunately 
been impacted upon by the pandemic.

The School has strong and vibrant partnerships 
within the region. In Criminology there is a  
strong research partnership with the police and 
voluntary organisations. In Education the School  
is partnered with two School Centred Initial Teacher 
Training Partnerships (SCITTs), one in Primary and 
one in Secondary.

The School is strongly international in approach. 
We have regular visits by international scholars and 
we have strong student exchange programmes 
and opportunities for students on many of our 
programmes to engage in study abroad. 

The School’s research is internationally respected 
for its theoretical innovations and its relevance 
to applications in the real world. Submissions to 
REF 2021 were made in Politics and International 
Studies, Philosophy and Social Policy. Submissions 
were made to the same three units of assessment  
in REF 2014. A highlight was the recognition  
of impact in both Philosophy, which was ranked  
first and Politics and International Studies, ranked 
fourth nationally. 

School of Social, Political  
and Global Studies

In REF2014, 74% of our research in Sociology, Social 
Policy, Criminology and Education was judged by 
the Social Work and Social Policy panel as either 
4* or 3*. Research in the school is grouped in the 
following centres, units and clusters: Centre for 
Research on Environmental Action and Thought, 
Centre for Comparative Politics, Centre for Global 
Studies, Centre for Political Theory and Political 
Philosophy, The Keele-Oxford-St. Andrews Kantian 
Research Centre, The Southeast Europe Unit, 
and the Children, Families and Society Cluster, 
Crime, Social Justice and Policing Cluster, and the 
Communities, Identities and Mobilities Cluster. 
Colleagues in the School have attracted research 
funding form ESRC, AHRC, Road Safety Trust, 
College of Policing amongst others.

keele.ac.uk/spgs
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The Language Centre was established in 2010 by bringing 
together Modern Languages and the English Language 
Unit from within the School of Humanities, and currently 
includes 11 Lecturers (10.15 FTE) supported by a number  
of sessional and pre-sessional teaching staff. 
The Language Centre does not offer a named 
degree programme but offers students and staff 
from across the University the opportunity to 
acquire or improve Modern Languages or Academic 
English skills through credit-bearing elective 
modules counting towards undergraduate degree 
programmes, and non-credit bearing language 
support for non-native speakers. It thereby plays  
a crucial role in supporting the University’s strategic 
aim of internationalisation.  

The largest element of the Language Centre’s 
operation is the Academic English provision for 
non-native speakers delivered in the form of credit-
bearing modules, as well as many activities outside 
the credit economy.  The portfolio of Academic 
English activities for non-native speakers includes:  
a wide range of credit-bearing Academic English 
modules at all levels from Foundation Year to PGR 
level - with an average of 550 student module 
enrolments per annum; a pre-sessional Academic 
English course for up to 100 prospective UG and 
PGT students; provision of the Keele University 
Diagnostic Assessment (KUDA) English Language 
test for international applicants requiring evidence 

of English Language; a diagnostic English-language 
assessment on arrival for all non-native English 
speaking undergraduate  and PGT students 
(available both online and in-situ); tailored modules 
for Keele Business School; bespoke short courses 
and contribution to programmes in the Faculty 
of Health and Medicine Sciences;  intensive 3 to 
4-week commercial English language and Culture 
programmes for students from partner universities, 
organised in co-operation with Keele’s Global 
Opportunities team; 1-1 English language support 
sessions for students. 

The Language Centre also provides a full suite 
of credit-bearing Academic and General English 
language modules which are embedded within 
a number of Keele’s Trans-National Education 
partnership programmes, as well as guidance to the 
Admissions and International Recruitment teams on 
English Language qualifications.  Acknowledgement 
of the high quality of the English language support 
was given in the 2018 report for British Council  
re-accreditation, which highlights over 30 areas  
of strength in provision for overseas students. 

Language Centre

The English Language team also delivers 
compulsory core modules on Essay Writing 
and Seminar Skills for UK students on Keele’s 
Foundation Year; modules on British Culture for 
incoming overseas students, and Intercultural 
Communication modules for Keele students 
preparing for a period of Study Abroad. This 
provision numbers ca. 500 module enrolments 
per year. It also includes the systematic TESOL 
(Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) 
electives pathway, delivered over 4 semesters, 
which leads to the externally accredited Trinity 
College (London) Certificate in TESOL, and 
enhances Keele’s links with the community through 
students’ practice classes at a local refugee 
organisation, as well as strengthening international 
links by allowing student to carry out practice 
classes at partner universities in Belgium and 
Poland. To date, Keele is one of the most successful 
Trinity College (London) CertTESOL providers. 

The ML team currently offers modules in eight 
Modern Languages: French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian, Spanish,  
as well as modules in British Sign Language, 
with a total of over 800 module enrolments per 
annum.  All languages are offered from ab initio 
level and cover between 2 and 10 attainment levels 
for each language. Keele students following a 
systematic language electives pathway also have 
the opportunity to achieve an enhanced degree 
title with the added designation ‘with [advanced] 
competency in [Language]’. The Language Centre 
furthermore runs bespoke language modules 
for Science Postgraduate students on research 
placements in Europe, and organises highly  
popular summer language courses at partner 
universities abroad. 

External activities have included Routes into 
Languages events for local schools, taster language 
courses and one-to-one or small-group bespoke 
language tuition for local businesses.

keele.ac.uk/study/languagecentre
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For REF 2021 75% of academic staff were returned across 
the University as having significant responsibility for 
research, this is a 11.5% increase on REF 2014. The Faculty 
returned to eight REF Units of Assessment, four in Panel C 
(Social Work and Social Policy; Politics and International 
Relations; Law; Business and Management) and four in 
Panel D (English Language and Literature; Philosophy; 
History and Music).
The faculty hosts the Keele Institute for Social 
Inclusion. The Institute’s challenge areas provide 
an overarching focus for our research in migration, 
policing, sustainable governance, education and 
community-based research. An exciting emerging 
area, led from the Institute is the CO-CREATE 
Network (keele.ac.uk/co-create) which brings 
together the participatory, community-based 
researchers across Keele (from Citizen Science 
specialists to Documentary Filmmakers).

Faculty research activity is located in the Faculty 
Executive Office and is led by the Faculty Dean 
for Research (FDoR) who is also the Director of 
the Keele Institute for Social Inclusion, The FDoR 
has the lead responsibility for the development 
and implementation of the research strategies of 
the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and 

of each of its Schools. The FDoR is supported in 
the coordination of a range of research functions 
which include: REF preparation and returns, 
research grant applications (and post-award grant 
management), research events and the work of the 
Institute for Social Inclusion in its exploration of 
opportunities for engagement and impact.  

The Faculty is a member of both the AHRC North 
West Consortium Doctoral Training Partnership 
(NWCDTP) and ESRC North West Social Science 
Doctoral Training Partnership (NWSSDTP) and is 
supported by the Keele Doctoral Academy in the 
co-ordination of postgraduate research student 
recruitment, supervision, and facilities. We have  
had good success in recent years in winning AHRC 
and ESRC Collaborative Doctorates.

Research

keele.ac.uk/hss/research
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Personal Characteristics

Candidates must think strategically  
and have outstanding leadership,  
oral and written communication skills. 
They will be adaptable, with an innovative and creative approach, 
excellent problem solving and decision-making skills. Candidates 
will have exceptional influencing and negotiating skills and ensure 
that effective relationships are maintained at all levels within the 
University. Candidates will also demonstrate a high degree of 
integrity, enthusiasm and commitment for Keele University.



£163.3m
Total income – income for the year totalled 
£163.3m, a decrease of £5.5m in income on 
2018/19. This is mainly due to a reduction in 
one-off capital income on completed projects, 
with the impact of higher tuition income being 
offset by the negative effects of Covid-19.

Tuition Fee Income – tuition fee income 
increased slightly by £1.0m, to £81.5m. 
Strong Home/EU UG recruitment has 
offset slightly lower than expected 
Overseas and PGT recruitment.

£81.5m
Tuition fee incomeTotal income of
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Financial Highlights

Key data from our 2019/20 Accounts

Surplus before other gains/ losses 
– ignoring the actuarial movement 
in staff costs, the consolidated 
operating surplus before other 
gains/losses reduced slightly  
in 2019/20 to £2.6m from 
£3.8m. This includes 
depreciation and interest 
payable on loans and 
pensions. This was expected, 
and the reduced income has  
been largely offset by pay  
and non-pay savings.

Cash Generation – the University improved its cash 
generation from operating activities in the year and 
at year end had cash and cash equivalents of £20.5m 
(2018/19 £18.5m). In addition to this, the University 
has fixed asset investments that are invested in 
liquid funds that could be available to the University 
at short notice if required. At the date of signing 
these accounts the University had access to further 
undrawn bank borrowing facilities of £14m.

Staff costs – on-going staff 
costs (note 8) totalled £89m for 
2019/20, equalling 55% of total 
income. The percentage compared 
to income figure has increased 
compared to 2018/19, but the 
University has managed to control 
the overall staff costs in the year.

Surplus before other gains

Cash generation

Capital expenditure

Staff costs

Capital Expenditure 
– £21.5m of capital 
expenditure was 
realised on projects 
including the new 
Central Science 
Laboratories, Smart 
Energy Network 
Demonstrator  
and Denise Coates  
Foundation Building.

£21.5m
£20.5m

£2.6m  
from £3.8m

Further information can be found  
keele.ac.uk/finance/key-accounts
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Keele Background

Keele University is a world class campus-based 
University committed to providing the highest 
quality learning and living environment in 
which our students and researchers can flourish.
The University makes a unique 
contribution to higher education in its 
continued commitment to encouraging 
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
education and research.

Keele offers distinctive educational 
programmes and a learning environment 
that enables our students to make the most 
of their time at university. As a result, Keele 
students are among the most satisfied in the 
country. Keele has been consistently ranked 
highly for student satisfaction in the National 
Student Survey. Keele graduates are highly 
prized for their flexibility of thought and the 
maturity of their social skills.

The University has one of the best graduate 
employment rates in the UK, clearly 
evidencing that our students achieve 
their potential. 96% of Keele students 
who graduated in 2017 finding full-time 
employment or further study within six 
months (HESA – Destination of leavers  
from HE 2017).

Keele also has high quality teaching; 
recently assessed as ‘Gold’ in the Teaching 
Excellence Framework. Keele was the  
first new post-war UK university of the  
20th Century and exemplified the innovation 
and idealism of the post-war generations, 
offering bold alternative visions for  
Higher Education.

The University College of North Staffordshire 
was founded in 1949 and received its  
Royal Charter as the University of Keele  
in 1962. There was a deliberate aim to  
break away from the pattern of the 
specialised honours degree, avoiding as  
far as possible the divisions between 
different branches of study. Whilst there 
have been changes, the coherence of 
Keele’s academic vision remains, with 
continued emphasis on academic breadth 
through a wide range of elective modules 
and interdisciplinary degrees, as well as 
continuing to offer many integrated and 
combined degree programmes.

The most recent REF classified 97% of the 
University’s research as world-leading or of 
international importance. The innovations 
and discoveries of Keele academics are 
key contributors to wider social and global 
issues, and it is important to Keele that our 
educational delivery is research-led. 

Keele has connections across the globe. 
There are over 100,000 Keele alumni 
in 162 countries. This global network 
includes senior diplomats and politicians, 
leading business people and officials in 
international NGOs, such as the UN. Our 
research is also increasingly international 
in its partnerships, with strong links in 
every continent. 

The University is committed to honouring 
its heritage of “a University within North 
Staffordshire for the advancement of 
Knowledge, the diffusion and extension of 
Arts, Sciences and Learning, the provision 
of Liberal, Professional and Technological 
Education”. Our links with the region have 
seen significant growth in recent years, 
developing the New Keele Deal, unlocking 
£70m of investment into exploiting 
the potential of our extensive world-
leading research and facilities. With our 
integrated Science and Innovation Park, 
we are committed to helping to tackle low 
productivity and grow a positive culture of 
innovation and research within our region.

Find out more at  
keele.ac.uk/discover
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PROUD TO BE600+  
ACRES

BRITAIN’S BIGGEST  
SINGLE-SITE 

CAMPUS

—

Find out more at keele.ac.uk/discover

TOP 5
in the TEF

TIMES HIGHER RANKING OF 
THE TEACHING EXCELLENCE  

FRAMEWORK 2017  
(BROAD-BASED UNIVERSITIES)

—

6TH
in ENGLAND  
for STUDENT 

SATISFACTION  
with COURSE

GUARDIAN UNIVERSITY  
LEAGUE TABLE, 2021

—

35TH
in the GUARDIAN 

UNIVERSITY  
LEAGUE TABLE 2021

—

£45M
INVESTMENT in 

SCIENCE FACILITIES 
on CAMPUS

—

97%
of our RESEARCH  

WAS CLASSIFIED as  
WORLD-LEADING or  
of INTERNATIONAL  

IMPORTANCE

RESEARCH EXCELLENCE  
FRAMEWORK 2014

 —

GLOBAL 
TOP 25

for CAMPUS 
SUSTAINABILITY

UI GREEN METRIC RANKING 
2020

—

TOP 3
in ENGLAND for 

OVERALL STUDENT 
SATISFACTION

NSS 2019

—

96%
GRADUATE 

EMPLOYABILITY

HESA – DESTINATION OF 
LEAVERS FROM HIGHER 

EDUCATION 2017

—

Keele Statistics
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Our Mission

Keele University’s mission is to make a difference 
in society by providing innovative, high-quality 
education for students from all backgrounds and by 
undertaking world-leading research that transforms 
understanding and brings benefit to society, 
communities and individuals.

Our future

Our strategic plan is articulated through a clear 
sense of purpose and knowledge of what our 
performance needs to be to achieve this. Keele 
University has a strong sense of community. 
We recognise how our place in the UK partly 
defines us and what we do but that brings with 
it a determination to be global in outlook and 
international in action. Ultimately, our success 
comes from our people and the partnerships we 
forge, nurture and cherish.

Enabling strategies

To deliver this strategy, we will have a number of 
visions, strategies and action plans across the  
following themes:

• Education

• Research

• Student Experience

• People

• International

• Financial Sustainability

• Estates

• Digital

• Environmental Sustainability

• Health and Wellbeing

Find out more at keele.ac.uk/ourfuture

Strategic Plan and Vision
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An Education that Inspires

Keele offers distinctive programmes and a learning 
environment that enables our students to make the 
most of their time at University.
The University is justly proud of its students and 
alumni, who set themselves ambitious goals as they 
seek to make a positive impact on the world around 
them. Keele was ranked 2nd of all broad-based 
English universities in the National Student Survey 
2019 – out of over 100 higher education institutions. 
This is the seventh time in eight years that Keele 
has been ranked in the top three in England for 
student satisfaction, demonstrating our consistent 
commitment to delivering an outstanding student 
experience – year in, year out.

We are committed to providing opportunities for 
all those who can demonstrate the determination 
to succeed at the University irrespective of their 
circumstances or background. We offer our students 
a supportive community and provide financial 
support when appropriate through generous 
bursaries and scholarships. 

Originally a University that offered only 
interdisciplinary options and an integrated 
Foundation Year, we have now evolved into an 
institution where a third of our students continue 
to study two or more disciplines to completion. 
We have maintained a thriving Foundation Year, 
providing pathways to inspirational education that 
we are proud to offer. 

Our programmes are innovative, inspirational and 
delivered by exceptional staff, with outstanding 
commitment to high-quality education provision and 
student-centred experiences. 

We have extensive outreach and widening 
participation activity, including being lead institution 
of one of the 29 OfS-funded NCOP schemes; Higher 
Horizons+. Colleagues across the institution work 
with thousands of school-aged students, their 
parents and teachers, giving guidance on higher 
education choices and delivering aspiration-raising 
activities both on and off campus. The campus offers 
a wide range of co-curricular activities which are an 
important part of our broad degree offering, which 
extends far beyond the boundaries of the classroom.

With 10,000 students and 2,000 staff living and 
working on the Keele campus, we are the size 
of a small town. We have a strong postgraduate 
community, and have a clear strategy to grow both 
postgraduate taught and research student numbers. 

10,000
STUDENTS and

2,000
STAFF LIVING and  

WORKING ON CAMPUS

—
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How to Apply

How to apply 

Interested candidates should send a full curriculum 
vitae and a covering letter outlining how you meet 
the job description and person specification to 
keelehss@minervasearch.com by 5:00pm on  
30 September. Shortlisted candidates will be invited 
to interview on Friday, 19 November 2021. Your 
covering letter should state whether you are free 
from immigration control and able to remain and 
work indefinitely in the UK, and include suitable 
daytime and evening telephone contact details. 
Keele University values diversity, and is committed 
to ensuring equality of opportunity. The university 
welcomes expressions of interest and applications 
from candidates from all communities and a 
diversity of backgrounds. 

Terms of appointment 

The successful candidate will be expected to  
take up the post of Executive Dean as soon as  
is reasonably possible. The University will offer  
a salary fully commensurate with the significance  
of this appointment, and the remuneration  
package will be open to discussion with the 
preferred candidate.



Equality, Diversity 
and Inclusion

Keele University values 
equality and diversity across 
our workforce and welcomes 
applications from individuals 
from all sectors of society.
Where there is evidence of under-representation of a 
particular group in a specific type of role or at a certain 
grade the University is committed to taking appropriate 
action to actively encourage applications from that group.

The University is keen to support all applicants during the 
recruitment and selection process where possible and 
particularly those with additional requirements. Applicants 
with disabilities are asked to identify in their application if 
they require any adjustments to the process. If shortlisted 
candidates have childcare responsibilities, the University may 
be able to provide on-site care during the interview/selection 
process, subject to availability. If childcare is not available 
Skype interviews can be explored. Applicants are asked to 
discuss their specific needs with the recruiting manager. 

The University aims to support employees to balance  
work/life commitments, which includes giving consideration 
to requests for flexible working, part-time working,  
job-share, etc.

As a Defence Employer Recognition Scheme silver award 
holder and having signed up to the Armed Forces Covenant 
the University supports the Armed Forces and welcomes 
applications from members of the Armed Forces community 
(veterans, service leavers, reservists, Cadet Force adult 
volunteers and spouses of serving personnel).
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The University is committed to making Keele a place where 
learning, living and working is a positive experience for all 
and currently holds a number of equality awards.
Athena SWAN

As a member of the Athena SWAN Charter the  
University is committed to developing initiatives 
to advance gender equality. The charter covers 
women (and men where appropriate) in academic 
roles in STEMM (science, technology, engineering, 
maths and medicine) and AHSSBL (arts, humanities, 
social sciences, business and law), professional  
and support staff and trans staff and students.

At the time of writing the University holds an 
institutional Bronze SWAN award, 1 Silver  
award and 13 departmental Bronze awards.

Race Equality Charter

The University is committed to addressing racial 
inequalities and creating an inclusive culture and 
environment where individuals are able to thrive, 
irrespective of their race or ethnicity. Keele was 
awarded a Race Equality Charter award following 
a first submission in February 2019. Keele is 
(currently) one of only 17 institutions with an award.

Defence Employer Recognition Scheme 
(DERS)

Keele has been awarded a silver award under  
the DERS to recognise the University’s  
commitment to supporting members of the  
Armed Forces Community.

Disability Confident Scheme 

The University is signed up to the Disability 
Confident Scheme and has met the criteria to 
become a Disability Confident Employer which is 
a demonstration of its commitment to support job 
applicants and staff with a disability or long term 
health condition.

Stonewall

Stonewall’s Diversity Champions programme is 
Britain’s leading best-practice employers’ forum 
for sexual orientation and gender identity equality, 
diversity and inclusion. Keele University is proud to 
display the Stonewall Diversity Champions logo in 
our internal and external messaging to demonstrate 
our clear commitment to LGBT equality.

Staff and Student Networks

The University has established staff and student  
networks to support its aim of working towards 
realising and developing equality for Black, Asian 
and ethnic minority backgrounds (BAME) staff and 
lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender and intersex 
(LGBTI) staff.



To ensure the University’s wider strategic aims  
are met the People Strategy was launched in 2017 
which comprises 5 strategic aims.

Being an employer of choice

Maximise the potential of Keele as a career destination  
for all groups.

Developing and empowering our staff

Enable and encourage supportive and effective personal, 
professional and career development for all our staff, 
based on academic and service priorities and forthcoming 
developments. 

Encouraging and developing innovative leaders

Ensure that leaders at all levels support their staff  
in making a strong contribution to the University. 

Fostering a culture of inclusion, innovation, 
engagement and well-being

Create a framework for organisational development which 
reflects the University’s values and which enables cohesion 
and engagement across the University community. 

Promote the global outlook and impact of our staff

Create an environment which values staff from other countries, 
international experience and a global outlook.

More information about the University’s 
People Strategy can be found at 
keele.ac.uk/hr/peoplestrategy
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People Strategy

The University recognises 
that its effectiveness and 
success depends crucially 
upon the contribution 
made by its staff and that 
its reputation, growth and 
success rely on high levels 
of staff engagement and 
performance, at all levels  
of our institution. 
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Living and Working at Keele

Nestled in 600 acres of countryside in the heart of the 
UK, many of our students and a number of our staff 
live, as well as study and work here: boasting a big 
campus but a small and cosmopolitan community. 
Close to rural Cheshire, Shropshire, and Derbyshire, 
the University is located in an ideal position, less 
than an hour from Manchester, Birmingham and 
Chester and within 1.5 hours of London on the train.

The historic market town of Newcastle-under-Lyme 
is Keele’s nearest municipality, surrounded by a 
number of charming villages and hamlets. The 
vibrant and multicultural city of Stoke-on-Trent 
is less than 6 miles away from campus, providing 
cultural and social entertainment in the midst of 
its prestigious potteries heritage. In recognition 
of its engaging cultural scene, Stoke-on-Trent was 
submitted as one of the nominations for the City  
of Culture 2021.

Find out more at  
keele.ac.uk/discover/
aboutthearea

Within a short distance of campus, there are 
activities and opportunities to suit all ages 
and interests. From monkey forests to theme 
parks, boutique shops to high-street brands, 
entertainment complexes to some of the most 
beautiful landscapes in the UK; our location suits 
all individuals. For families we can boast some 
excellent Schools and Colleges in our vicinity,  
an exceptional hospital and healthcare service  
and many vibrant sporting and community  
social opportunities. 

On campus there is a truly international flavour,  
as the Keele community is drawn from over  
100 countries and a wide variety of cultures. 

In addition to the Keele Campus we have a number 
of staff based in satellite sites off campus, including 
the Royal Stoke Hospital (University Hospitals of 
North Midlands NHS Trust), the Guy Hilton Research 
Centre, and the Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt 
Orthopaedic Hospital in Oswestry. Staff at these 
sites have access to onsite facilities, alongside 
access to the Keele Campus facilities.
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Employee Benefits and Facilities

Keele is committed to providing an environment 
where staff are highly valued and feel motivated.  
To support this commitment the University provides 
a wide range of employee benefits and reviews this 
offer regularly.
Contractual Benefits

Competitive salaries  
Our salary scales can be found at  
keele.ac.uk/hr/salaryscales

Attractive pension scheme 
More information can be found at keele.ac.uk/ 
finance/payrollandpensions/pensionstax

Annual Leave 
Generous annual leave entitlement 

Family Friendly Benefits

Family 
Family leave including maternity, paternity,  
adoption, parental and shared parental leave for 
which eligible employees receive enhanced pay.

Flexible Working 
All staff can make flexible working requests.

Childcare 
We have an on-site nursery and run a nursery fees 
salary sacrifice scheme for staff. The nursery also 
run a school holiday club for children aged 4-12 
years. More information about our Nursery can be 
found at keele.ac.uk/nursery

Additional Annual Leave Scheme 
Staff can apply to purchase additional annual  
leave, the cost of which is deducted from salary 
over a 12 or 6 month period.

Health and Wellbeing Benefits

Occupational Health 
Supporting managers and staff with  
health-related issues in the workplace.  
More information can be found at  
keele.ac.uk/dohs/occupationalhealthservice

Staff Counselling 
Providing counselling support for staff.  
More information can be found at  
keele.ac.uk/staffsupport

Holistic Therapies 
Staff may access a range of therapies on site.  
More information can be found at  
keele.ac.uk/hww/holistictherapies

Paycare Health Cash Plan 
Staff can opt to pay in to a healthcare plan which 
allows them to claim back healthcare costs.

Chaplaincy  
More information about our Chaplaincy and Faith 
facilities can be found at keele.ac.uk/faith

Sports Centre 
Reduced membership rates for staff and all new 
staff can get one month’s free membership. More 
information about our Sports facilities can be found 
at keele.ac.uk/sport

Swimming 
Discounted swimming at the Jubilee swimming pool 
in Newcastle-under-Lyme for staff on production of 
their Keele card.

Cycle to Work Scheme 
Allows eligible employees the tax-free hire  
of bicycles and related safety and security  
equipment. More information can be found  
at keele.ac.uk/cycletoworkscheme

Learning and Development Benefits

Learning and Development 
We offer a programme of Continuing Professional 
Development for our staff as well as taster courses, 
such as foreign languages. Keele is one of more 
than 35 universities and research institutions from 
across the UK which have backed a pledge to sup-
port their technicians. The Technician Commitment 
is a sector-wide initiative led by the Science Council 
and supported by the Gatsby Foundation, which 
aims to help address key challenges facing technical 
staff working in research. Five target areas have 
been identified, and the commitment will ensure 
greater visibility, recognition, career development 
and sustainability for technicians across all disci-
plines at Keele.

Other Benefits

Staff Housing 
We have housing on campus to rent or buy keele.
ac.uk/staffhousing

Keele Card 
A campus wide payment card with discounts  
at many of our catering outlets.

NUS Extra Card 
The affiliation between the University and the 
Student’s Union means staff are able to purchase 
a card which allows them to access discounts and 
offers on a wide range of products and services.

Trade Unions 
The University works with three recognised Trade 
Unions (UCU, Unison and Unite). Staff can opt to 
become a Trade Union member and access the 
range of services and support they provide.

Campus Facilities 

The University has the following facilities  
on campus:

•  Pharmacy

•  GP surgery

•  Cashpoints

•  Supermarket

•  Catering outlets

•  Newsagents and post office
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Academic 
Structure

DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR

FACULTY OF 
MEDICINE AND  

HEALTH SCIENCES
(PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 

AND DEAN)

• School of Computing and 
Mathematics

• School of Life Sciences
• School of Psychology
• School of Chemical and 

Physical Sciences
• School of Geography, 

Geology and the 
Environment

• Harper and Keele 
Veterinary School

• Foundation Year
• Institute of Liberal Arts 

and Sciences
• Institute for Sustainable 

Futures

• School of Humanities
• School of Law
• School of Social, Political 

and Global Studies
• Keele Business School
• Language Centre
• Keele Institute for Social 

Inclusion (KISI)

PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 
(EDUCATION)

PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 
(RESEARCH AND 

INNOVATION)

FACULTY OF  
HUMANITIES AND  
SOCIAL SCIENCES

(PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 
AND DEAN)

VICE-CHANCELLOR

FACULTY OF  
NATURAL SCIENCES

(PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 
AND DEAN)

• School of Allied Health 
Professions

• School of Medicine
• School of Nursing  

and Midwifery
• School of Pharmacy  

and Bioengineering



VICE-CHANCELLOR PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR 
(EDUCATION)

CHIEF OPERATING  
OFFICER

HUMAN 
RESOURCES

• Human 
Resources

• Payroll and 
Pensions

• Organisational  
Development

• Occupational 
Health and 
Safety

• Equality and 
Diversity

• Staff 
Development

• Keele Day 
Nursery

RESEARCH, 
INNOVATION 

AND 
ENGAGEMENT

• Research and  
Innovation 
Support  
Enhancement  
(RaISE) Team

• Legal and 
Compliance

• Partnership 
Development

• Local Growth
• Keele 

University  
Science and 
Business Park

• Development 
and Supporter  
Engagement

• Research 
Accounting 

• Arts Keele

FINANCE INFORMATION 
AND DIGITAL 

SERVICES

• Financial 
Reporting

• Income Office
• Procurement
• Accounts 

Payable
• Treasury

• Information 
Technology  
Services and 
Applications

• Management 
Information  
Services

• Telecommuni-
cations

• Audio Visual 
Services

• Campus Library
• CEC Health 

Library
• Digital Library 

resources
• Cyber Security 
• Networks 

communications
• Digital 

Innovation
• Corporate 

Information  
Services

ESTATES AND 
DEVELOPMENT

• Events and   
Conferencing

• Energy   
Management

• Environmental  
Sustainability

• Retail and 
Catering

• Grounds 
Maintenance

• Portering and 
Post

• Site Security
• Car Parking, 

Travel and   
Transport

• Waste 
Management  
and Recycling

• Facilities 
Management  
incl. KUSBP

• Capital Projects 
• Estates Planning, 

Policy and 
Strategy

• Student Services  
(including sport)

• Accommodation, 
lettings and staff 
housing

• Cleaning Services
• Reception and 

switchboard 
Services

GLOBAL STUDENT 
RECRUITMENT  

AND ADMISSIONS

• Applicant 
marketing

• International 
recruitment 
and  
development

• Market 
Insights 

• Student 
Recruitment  
and Outreach

• Widening 
Participation

• Admissions 
and 
Immigration 
Compliance

• Student 
Services Centre

• Counselling 
and Mental 
Health Support

• Disability 
and Dyslexia 
Support

• Faith and 
Chaplaincy 
Services

CHIEF 
OPERATING 
OFFICER’S 

OFFICE

• Governance, 
Legal and 
Compliance

• Strategic 
Communications 
and Brand

• Strategy  
Delivery Unit

• Timetabling
• Student 

Records and 
Examinations

• Quality 
Assurance

• Student 
Appeals, 
Complaints  
and Conduct

ACADEMIC  
REGISTRY

STUDENT 
SERVICES
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Administration 
Structure

KEELE 
INSTITUTE FOR 
INNOVATION 

AND TEACHING 
EXCELLENCE

• KRISP
• Experiential 

Learning
• Student 

Learning and 
Development

• Global Education
• Apprenticeships
• Academic and 

curriculum 
development

• Employability 
and employer 
engagement

• Communications 
and publicity
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